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Abstract

This paper presents a simple �������
	 Evolution Strat-
egy and three simple selection criteria to solve engineer-
ing optimization problems. This approach avoids the use of
a penalty function to deal with constraints. Its main advan-
tage is that it does not require the definition of extra pa-
rameters, other than those used by the evolution strategy.
A self-adaptation mechanism allows the algorithm to main-
tain diversity during the process in order to reach compet-
itive solutions at a low computational cost. The approach
was tested in four well-known engineering design prob-
lems and compared against several penalty-function-based
approaches and other state-of-the-art technique. The re-
sults obtained indicate that the proposed technique is highly
competitive in terms of quality, robustness and computa-
tional cost.

1. Introduction

Several approaches have been suggested in the litera-
ture to solve engineering optimization problems [17]. Evo-
lutionary Algorithms (EAs) are heuristic techniques that
have been found particularly useful to solve this kind of
optimization problems [9]. However, EAs lack a mecha-
nism able to bias efficiently the search towards the feasi-
ble region in constrained search spaces. This has motivated
a considerable amount of research and a wide variety of ap-
proaches have been suggested in the last few years to incor-
porate constraints into the fitness function of an evolution-
ary algorithm [5, 16].

The most common approach adopted to deal with con-
strained search spaces is the use of penalty functions. When

using a penalty function, the amount of constraint viola-
tion is used to punish or “penalize” an infeasible solution
so that feasible solutions are favored by the selection pro-
cess. Despite the popularity of penalty functions, they have
several drawbacks from which the main one is that they re-
quire a careful fine tuning of the penalty factors that accu-
rately estimates the degree of penalization to be applied as
to approach efficiently the feasible region [18, 5]. There-
fore, other alternative approaches have been suggested. Our
approach is based on a simple evolution strategy �������
	 -
ES and three simple selection rules to guide the evolution-
ary search to the feasible region of the search space. More-
over, this approach does not use a penalty function, it does
not require the definition of any extra parameters, other than
those required by an evolution strategy and it is easy to im-
plement.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the math-
ematical definition of the problem is presented. In Section 3,
we describe some previous work. A detailed description of
our approach is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe
the selected problems to test our technique. In Section 6, we
show the results obtained in the experiments performed and
in Section 7 we discuss them. Finally, some conclusions and
future work are established in Section 8.

2. Basic Concepts

We are interested in the general non linear programming
problem in which we want to: Find � which optimizes ����� 	
subject to: ������� 	�� ��� ��� ��� ��� �!�#"%$'&(��� 	)�����*+� ����� ���!�-, where � is the vector of solutions� �/. �10 � �32 � � ���!� �
46587 , " is the number of inequality con-
straints and , is the number of equality constraints (in both
cases, constraints could be linear or nonlinear). If we de-
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Figure 1. Diagram that illustrates the diversity
mechanism implemented for our approach.
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Figure 2. Center and end section of the pres-
sure vessel used for problem 1.

note with 9 to the feasible region and with : to the whole
search space, then it should be clear that 9<;=: .

3. Previous Work

Several authors have used EAs to solve engineering de-
sign problems:

Deb [8] proposed a Genetic Adaptive Search (GeneAS)
to solve engineering optimization problems. He proposed
to use a both, binary and real encoding for each solution.
This approach was tested on three engineering problems [8],
making emphasis in problems that have discrete and con-
tinuous variables. The obvious drawback of the approach is
the need of implementing combined operators for the spe-
cial encoding adopted.

Coello and Mezura [6] implemented a version of the
Niched-Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA) [13] to handle
constraints in single-objective optimization problems. The
NPGA is a multiobjective optimization approach in which
individuals are selected through a tournament based on
Pareto dominance. However, unlike the [original] NPGA,
Coello and Mezura’s approach does not require niches (or
fitness sharing [7]) to maintain diversity in the population.
The NPGA is a more efficient technique than traditional
multiobjective optimization algorithms, because it only uses
a sample of the population to estimate Pareto dominance.

Akhtar et al. [1] proposed a swarm-like based approach
solve engineering optimization problems. They simulate so-

cieties that conform a civilization. In each society there is a
leader which is followed by the other members of its soci-
ety. Besides these societies, there is a leader’s society which
is formed with the leaders of each society. They are called
”general leaders”. Constraints are handled by ranking the
solutions based on nondominace checking inside their cor-
responding society. They also use a special operator to al-
low an individual to be assigned with a variable value that
does not exists neither in the leader nor in the solution se-
lected from the society. It can be seen as an individual that
is not following its leader. Its main advantage is that the ap-
proach requires a low number of evaluations of the objec-
tive function to obtain good results, but not the optimum. Its
main drawback is that the implementation is not easy. Be-
sides this, the computational cost increases because of the
ranking process and the clustering algorithm that the ap-
proach requires to initialize the societies.

4. Our approach

Our approach is based on an Evolution Strategy because
this technique has been found not only efficient in solving
a wide variety of optimization problems [10], but also has a
strong theoretical background [3].

The motivation of this work is divided in three parts: (1)
We hypothesized that the use of an evolution strategy for
constrained optimization would be beneficial to sample the
search wide enough, (2) we were aware that having a good
mechanism to maintain diversity is one of the keys to pro-
duce a constraint-handling approach that is competitive and
(3) we did not want to add any extra parameter to the ap-
proach in order to make it easy to use.

The three simple selection criteria used in our tourna-
ments are the following (binary tournaments are adopted):

1. Between 2 feasible solutions, the one with the highest
fitness value wins.

2. If one solution is feasible and the other one is infeasi-
ble, the feasible solution wins.

3. If both solutions are infeasible, the one with the lowest
sum of constraint violation is preferred.

Our approach uses the �?>�@ -success rule for self-adapting
the A value of our ES. By using just one A value and one fit-
ness function evaluation per generation, the resulting com-
putational cost (per generation) is very low.

We use a modified version of a ���B�C�
	 -ES [3]. In the
original ���D�E�3	 -ES, � solutions are generated from the cur-
rent solution and if one of the � is better than the current
one, it replaces it. The modifications are the following:F The selection process was modified in order to allow

either infeasible solutions with a good value of the ob-
jective function or the best parent (based on the selec-
tion criteria) to replace the current solution. Therefore,



besides the � solutions, they are combined to gener-
ate just one child.F This modified selection process is controlled by a pa-
rameter (that is not defined by the user) called Selec-
tion Ratio ( G 4 ). This parameter was introduced in [6]
and it refers to the percentage of selections that will
take place only between the current solution and the
child generated by all the � parents, based on the three
selection criteria previously indicated. In the remain-
ing �IHJG 4 selections, there are two choices: (1) either
the parent with the best value of the objective function
will replace the current solution (regardless of its fea-
sibility) or (2) the best parent (based on the three selec-
tion criteria) will replace the current solution. Both op-
tions are given a @K�ML probability each (see Figure 1).F The G 4 parameter is adapted online using the fitness
value of the current solution during an interval of time
(number of generations). The “mean deviation” ( N=O )
of the current solution over a certain number of gener-
ations is calculated in order to know how different has
been the current solution. All the fitnesses are normal-
ized in order to obtain a value between � and � . The
expression to adapt the G 4 value is the following:

G 4 �-P�	Q� RS T G 4 �UP�H interval 	V>'�(� �(��� if NWOYXZ���[�G 4 �UP�H interval 	D\���� ����� if NWOY]Z���_^G 4 �UP�H interval 	 if ���[�B�`NWOa�Z�b� ^
(1)

where interval is defined as a percentage of the
maximum number of generations. For example if the
interval is defined as ��� �(@ and the number of gener-
ations is ���(� , the update process will take place at
every @ generations. As can be seen, G 4 will be de-
creased if the current solution has not significantly
changed during the given interval (i.e., NZOcXd�b�e� ) al-
lowing a parent (which may be infeasible) with a good
fitness value to replace the current solution. This is
meant to increase diversity. On the other hand, G 4 will
increase if the solution has been significantly differ-
ent (i.e., NWO`]f���_^ ) during the interval, thus favor-
ing deterministic selection to impel convergence. G 4
will keep its current value if the variation of the cur-
rent solution in the interval has been moderated (i.e.,���[�a�ZN O �=���_^ ).F In order to always keep the best solution found dur-
ing the process a superelitist mechanism is included.
Its only goal is to keep the best feasible solution
found. This is required because the diversity mecha-
nism adopted makes the current solution to be replaced
by another solution which is not necessarily better and
may be infeasible. Its implementation does not add any

Figure 3. The welded beam used for problem
2.

significant extra computational or storage cost to the
algorithm.

The pseudo-code of this approach is shown in Figure 4.

Begin
t=0, gih =0.9, interval=0.9

Create a random initial solution j#k and store it as the superelitist solution j g
Evaluate lVmnj#kVo
For t=1 to MAX GENERATIONS Do

Produce p mutations of j m_q-rMs-o using:j�tu
vIj q-rMsuxwQy�z qe{6|�} u m k�~ s�o�� u(�D� , t vIs ~-��~�������~ p
Generate one child jV� by the combination of the p mutations using

m=randint m�s ~ p6oj �u vIj#�u , � u(�D�
If (flip( g h ) Then

Evaluate f( j � )

Apply comparison criteria to select the best individual j q between j m_q-rMs-o and jV�
else

Evaluate all the p mutations obtained
If (flip( k�� � ) Thenj q v parent with best objective function value regardless of feasibility
else j q v best parent based on the comparison criteria
endif

endif

If ( j q better than j g o (using selection criteria) �M�i���j g vIj q
endifqKv�q�w�s
If ( q mod

� v k o��M�i���y�z q�{ vY� y�z q�r � {_� � u lK�V����s�� �y�z q�r � {V| � u lK�V����s�� �y�z q�r � { u l��i�
vIs�� �
End If
If ( q mod interval v k on�'�i���

Calculate the mean deviation ( ��� ) of the current solutions in the interval
If ( ����� k�� s ) Thengih6m_q�o�v�g!h6m_qKr interval o[��s � k�k s
else

If ( �D��� k�� � ) Thengih6m_q�o�v�g himnq�r interval oe��s � k�k s
End If

End If
End If

End For
End

Figure 4. SES algorithm ( " is the number of
decision variables of the problem, �¡ U��,��-¢�	 is
a function that returns TRUE with probability¢ ).

5. Test Problems

To test our technique we decided to implement four
penalty-based approaches: Death penalty, a static penalty
[12], a dynamic penalty [14] and an adaptive penalty [11].



We selected four well known engineering design prob-
lems to validate our approach . The full description of each
of them is provided below:F Problem 1: (Design of a Pressure Vessel)

A cylindrical vessel is capped at both ends by hemi-
spherical heads as shown in Figure 2. The objective is
to minimize the total cost, including the cost of the ma-
terial, forming and welding. There are four design vari-
ables: £¥¤ (thickness of the shell), £�¦ (thickness of the
head), § (inner radius) and ¨ (length of the cylindri-
cal section of the vessel, not including the head). £ ¤
and £ ¦ are integer multiples of 0.0625 inch, which are
the available thicknesses of rolled steel plates, and §
and ¨ are continuous. Using the same notation given
by Kannan and Kramer [15], the problem can be stated
as follows:

Minimize : ����� 	Q���b� ©M^�^Kª � 0 �3«��b¬ ��(�_®(®�¯�� � 2 � 2« �° �[��©(©�� � 2 0 �b¬ ����±b� ¯�ª � 2 0 �3«
Subject to :� 0 ��� 	Q�²H � 0 �W��� ����± ° �
« �³�� 2 ��� 	Q�²H � 2 �W��� ���(±(@�ª �3« �=�� « ��� 	Q�²HI´ � 2« �b¬ H ¬ « ´ � «« �����V^�±�©b�#���(���Z�� ¬ ��� 	Q� �b¬ HJ^�ªM�µ�Z�
where ��� � 0 ��±(± , �¶� � 2 �`±(± , ���·� �3« �¸^����

y ���µ� �b¬ �`^K�(� .F Problem 2: (Design of a Welded Beam)
A welded beam is designed for minimum cost sub-

ject to constraints on shear stress ( ¹ ), bending stress in
the beam ( A ), buckling load on the bar ( ¢�º ), end deflec-
tion of the beam ( » ), and side constraints [17]. There
are four design variables as shown in Figure 3 [17]: $
( �10 ),   ( �32 ), P ( � « ) and ¼ ( � ¬ ).

The problem can be stated as follows:
Minimize: ����� 	 � �(�e���Kª'®½� � 2 0 �32 ���� �KªM¯���� � « � ¬ ����ªb� ��� �
2 	
Subject to:� 0 ��� 	Q��¹¥��� 	�HE¹�¾�¿!Àc�Z�� 2 ��� 	Q�¸A���� 	�HA3¾I¿6Àc�Z�� « ��� 	Q� � 0 H �b¬ �³�� ¬ ��� 	Q�¸���[���Kª½®'� � 2 0 ���b� ��ª(¯��(� �
«i�b¬ ��� ª3� �b� � 2 	�Ha@�� �c����ÁK��� 	Q�¸���[��^�@�H � 0 �³���ÂK��� 	Q�¸»½��� 	�H»�¾I¿6ÀÃ�Z���ÄK��� 	Q�¸¢¸HÅ¢�º?��� 	��Z�
where ¹¥��� 	��²Æ �U¹�Ç8	 2 �=^�¹�Ç[¹�Ç Ç À �2#È �¸�U¹�Ç Ç8	 2¹ Ç � ÉÊ 2 À s À � �#¹ Ç Ç �ÌË ÈÍ �iN+�¸¢dÎ�¨Ï� À �2�Ð§d�ÒÑ À ��¬ � Î À s�Ó À�Ô2ÕÐ 2Ö �¸^ �1× ^ � 0 � 2µØ À ��0�2 � Î À s�Ó À�Ô2ÙÐ 2!ÚbÛA���� 	Q� Â É¥ÜÀ�Ý#À �Ô �V»½�-Þß	Q� ¬ É¥Ü Ôà À ÔÔ À Ý

¢ º ��� 	 � ¬ á â 0 « à Ñ j �Ô j#ãÝÔ ãÜ � ä �IH À Ô2 Ü Ñ à¬Vå�æ¢Ò�C©��(���� �¼?�ç¨³�è� ªB��"��çéê� ° �·ëÅ��� Â ,¡ì��V�çíî���^Cëï��� Â ,
ì��E¹ ¾I¿6Àð� � ° �#©(���Z,
ì��i� Ab¾I¿6Àð�° �b�#�(����,
ì��i�ñ» ¾I¿6À����b� ^(@���"
where �b�e�Ï� � 0 �<^½� � , �b�e�Ï� � 2 �ò����� � , �b�e�Ï�� « �¸���b� � y �b�e�a� � ¬ �`^½� � .F Problem 3: (Minimization of the Weight of a Ten-

sion/Compression String)

This problem was described by Arora [2] and Bele-
gundu [4], and it consists of minimizing the weight of
a tension/compression spring (see Figure 5) subject to
constraints on minimum deflection, shear stress, surge
frequency, limits on outside diameter and on design
variables. The design variables are the mean coil di-
ameter ó ( � 2 ), the wire diameter ô ( � 0 ) and the num-
ber of active coils õ ( �
« ). Formally, the problem can
be expressed as:

Minimize: �-õÌ�=^�	�óöô 2
Subject to:� 0 ��� 	��÷�IH ø Ô#ùÄ 0 Ä#ú ÁVO Ý �=�� 2 ��� 	�� ¬ ø �!û O ø0�2 ÁVÂ#Â ü ø O Ô û O ÝVý � 0Á 0 â ú O � H=�a�³�� « ��� 	��÷�IH 0 ¬Vâ á ¬ ÁVOø � ù �³�� ¬ ��� 	��<ø Ó O0 á Á H=�Y�³�

where ��� �(@=� � 0 �ï^ , �b� ^(@=� � 2 �þ�(� ° y ^Z��3« �¸��@ .F Problem 4: (Minimization of the Weight of a Speed
Reducer)

The weight of the speed reducer is to be mini-
mized subject to constraints on bending stress of the
gear teeth, surfaces stress, transverse deflections of
the shafts and stresses in the shafts. The variables�¡0 � �
2 ��ÿ ÿ ÿ�� � Ä are the face width, module of teeth,
number of teeth in the pinion, length of the first shaft
between bearings, length of the second shaft between
bearings and the diameter of the first and second shafts.
The third variable is integer, the rest of them are con-
tinuous.

Minimize : ����� 	 � ���n®�¯M@�ª � 0 � 22 � ° � °�°(°�° � 2« �� ª3� ± °�° ª �3« H+ª ° � ��± ° ª'	�Hð���_@K�(¯ � 0 � � 2Â � � 2Ä 	d�®'� ª'®(®�®�� � «Â � � «Ä 	¥� �b�_®K¯(@Kª3� �3¬!� 2Â � � Á � 2Ä 	
Subject to :� 0 ��� 	�� 2 ÄÀ s À �� À�Ô H=�a�³�� 2 ��� 	�� « � Ä á ÁÀ s À �� À �Ô H=�a�³�� « ��� 	�� 0 á � « À ÔÝÀ � À Ô À Ý ã H=�a�³�� ¬ ��� 	�� 0 á � « À Ô�À � À�Ô#À Ý � H=�a�³�

� Á ��� 	�� ä Î � Ý � j Ýj � j Ô Ð � Ó 0 Â á ��� 0 â ã æ s�� �0#0 â á â À Ôã HZ�Y�=���
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Figure 5. Tension/compression string used
for problem 3

��ÂK��� 	Q� ä Î � Ý � j �j � j Ô Ð � Ó 0 Á Ä á Á � 0 â ã æ s�� �ú Á á â À Ô � H=�a�³���ÄK��� 	Q� À � À�Ô¬Vâ HZ�a�Z�� ú ��� 	Q� Á#À �À s HZ�B�³�� � ��� 	Q� À s0�2 À � H=�a�³�� 0 â ��� 	�� 0 á Á#À ã Ó 0 á �À Ý HZ�Y�³�� 0#0 ��� 	�� 0 á 0 À � Ó 0 á �À � HZ�Y�³�
where ^½� ©µ� � 0 � ° � © , �b�_®µ� � 2 �³��� ¯ , �?®¶� �3« �^K¯ , ®'� ° � �3¬ �¸¯�� ° , ®'� ¯ö� � Á¶�¸¯b� ° , ^�� ± � � ÂÃ� ° � ±

and @½� �µ� � Ä �Z@�� @ .

6. Comparison of Results

A total of
° � runs per technique per problem were per-

formed. The number of evaluations of the objective function
was fixed to

° ©b�#�(��� for the four penalty-based approaches
and also for our approach. For the penalty-based approaches
we used a gray-coded genetic algorithm with roulette wheel
selection, one point crossover and uniform mutation. The
population size was 100 individuals and the number of gen-
erations

° ©(� . The rate of crossover was ��� © and the mutation
rate was �b� �b� . The parameters for the dynamic and adaptive
approaches were defined after a trial-and-error process. The
reported parameters were those which provided better re-
sults and they are the following: Dynamic approach: ��¸^ ,� �è^ , 	<�Ò�b� @ . Adaptive approach:

� 0 �î^�� � ,
� 2 �²ªb� � ,
 �d@K� , » ���K��U� ¿�� �¸@K�(���

The initial values for the ���K�Y�
	 -ES parameters were: ini-
tial stepsize value AJ��ªb� � , the factor of update of stepsize
	<�ê��� ±�± , number of parents generated � � °

, and maxi-
mum number of generations =

° ���#�(��� . The interval of theG 4 updates was ���[� . It means that the update will take place
at every

° �(��� generations (10% of the total number of gen-
erations). In every run, the initial value for the G 4 is ��� ± . The
results obtained are shown in Table 1 for the Pressure Ves-
sel Design, in Table 2 for the Welded Beam design, in Table
3 for the Tension/Compression Spring design and, finally,
in Table 4 for the Speed Reducer Design Problem.

7. Discussion of Results

The discussion is divided in two parts: (1) comparison
of our simple evolution strategy against the penalty-based

Details of the best solution found
Problem 1 Our approach SB��� ��� ����������� ��� �������

��� ��� � � !������ ��� � � !��
�#" � ��� ��$���� !�� ����� $ !�%��
�#& �'!�%�� %�� !(�)� % ������� ����� �

*��,+���- ./��� ����������� ./��� �������
* � +���- ./��� ����������� ./��� ��� !��
* " +���- ./��� ����� !�!�� ./����� ����� ��$�%�%
*�&0+���- ./%���� ��%�������� ./� !(� !(�����1 +���- 2#35476�� 8:90;5<�4#4 2�9�8:9#� 3

Table 7. Best solution found for the Pressure
Vessel Design Problem.

Details of the best solution found
Problem 2 Our approach SB��� ��� ������%�� � ��� ��� � !

��� ��� ��$�������� %�� � �����
�#" ��� $�������$�� ��� ����$�$
�#& ��� ��������$�� ��� ��� $ !

* � +���- .=��%���� ��$�� ����� .=����$�� ����� �
* � +���- .=����� ����������� ./� !���� � �����
*�"0+���- ./��� �����0!���� .=� ����$������
*�&0+���- ./��� ������% !�� ./��� $�%�%��
* > +���- ./��� � !���%�� � ./���?����� !
*�@0+���- ./��� ������� ��� ./��� ����� �
* A +���- ./������� ��%�$���� $ ./� !���� � $�$��1 +���- 9#� 8�;5B�4767; C:� ;#;5C#2

Table 8. Best solution found for the Welded
Beam Design Problem.

approaches and (2) comparison of our approach against the
Socio-Behavioral approach [1]. Both comparisons are based
on two aspects: quality and robustness of the solutions.

In the Pressure Vessel problem, our evolution strategy
found the best result and it was also the most robust (Table
1). The dynamic penalty approach ranked second. In third
place was the death penalty approach. The remaining tech-
niques failed to reach the feasible region consistently (Ta-
ble 5). For the Welded Beam problem, our technique was
slightly surpassed by the static approach. Nonetheless, our
approach was the most robust (Table 2).

For the Spring problem, our approach found the best so-
lution and it was the second most consistent approach, only
slightly surpassed by the adaptive penalty approach. For the
last problem, the four penalty-based approaches failed to
reach the feasible region of the problem. However, the Sim-
ple Evolution Strategy found it in every single run (Table
5).

These results evidence the lack of consistency of the
penalty-function-based approaches (based on the difficult
to define their required parameters). On the other hand, the



Pressure Vessel Statistical Comparison
Design Death Penalty Static Dynamic Adaptive Our approach

Best %�����$�� ��� !�%�� ! �����?�'!�!������0D %�������� !�������$�� ����� ��%���$�� !�D %�����$�� !(�)� �����
Mean !(��$���� %�����$�$�� ����� !�� !������ %�% !���� ��� ������� ��������� ��$�������� %�������� ��� �������

Median !�����$�� ��������� � ����� � !������ % D %�%������ ��� !�%�� % %������ ������$ !�� D %���$���� ��� !(����$
Worst ��� !�%�� ����� %���� % !(� ��%�% !����'D !�!������ � !(����$�� ����$������ ���)� ����� %���� %�� %����������

St. Dev %���%�� ��� ������� ��� ��$ !������ ��$ !(� � $���� !�� ���'!���� %�������$�$ ����%�� ��� � !�$��

Table 1. Statistical values obtained with each approach for the Pressure Vessel design problem. “*”
means infeasible

Welded Beam Statistical Comparison
Design Death Penalty Static Dynamic Adaptive Our approach

Best ��� !,� ����$�$ ��� !,� ������� ��� !���������� ��� %�� !���$�� D ��� !,� ����$��
Mean ��� ����������� ��� $���������� ��� ��% !�!�!(� ���?��������$�� ��� � !�����%��

Median ��� $�$���%���� ��� � !�%�%�$�� ��� $���� !���% ��� ����%���$�$ ��� ������� !(�
Worst ��� $ !�������� ��� ������� %�� ��� ��������$�� ��� ��������$�� D ��� �����������

St. Dev ��� ��%�������� ���?����������� ��� � !�!�!�!(� ��� ��%�������� ���?����%�� !�!

Table 2. Statistical values obtained with each approach for the Welded Beam design problem. “*”
means infeasible

Ten./Comp. Spring Statistical Comparison
Design Death Penalty Static Dynamic Adaptive Our approach

Best ��� ����� !���� ��� ����� !���$ ��� ������%���$ ��� ����� !���$ ��� ������%����
Mean ��� ���)� ��� ! ��� ����� !�!,� ��� ������%���� ��� ������% !�� ��� ���������)�

Median ��� ���)���)��� ��� ������%���� ��� ������� ��% ��� ������%���% ��� ����� !���%
Worst ��� ���'!�!���� ��� ����%�� � ! ��� ����%���$ ! ��� ������$���� ��� ���'!���� !

St. Dev ��� �����)� � ! ��� ��������� � ��� ������$���� ��� ����� !���� ��� �����������

Table 3. Statistical values obtained with each approach for the Tension/Compression Spring design
problem.

Speed Reducer Statistical Comparison
Design Death Penalty Static Dynamic Adaptive Our approach

Best ����$�$�� ��� !,� � !�D ��% !(��� ����%��0!�� D ����%���� $���$�����$ D ��% !�$��?����������� D ��������� ��������� !
Mean ����$�$�� ��� !,� � ! ��% !�$�$ !���%���� ����� ����� ����������� ��%�������� �����'!,���?����$���$�% ��������� !�!�!�����%

Median ����� ����%�� ����������� D ��%�%���� %���������� D ���'!�$�� � !�%���� � D ��� !����?����������� ��� !���� ��$��'!�$ !
Worst ��$������?��������� � D ������� ���)� ����%�� � D ��� ������%�� ��%�������� D ����� ��$���� % !(��� !�� D ������%�� ��� ����$��

St. Dev ����%�������$�$�� ��� �)��� ����$�����$����?�)� ��$�� !���� � ��������� � ���0!���� ��� ������� �0!(� ��%�����$��

Table 4. Statistical values obtained with each approach for the Speed Reducer design problem. “*”
means infeasible



Percentage of runs in wich the feasible region was reached
Problem Death Penalty Static Dynamic Adaptive Our approach

Pressure Vessel ����� E � E ����� E ��� E ����� E
Welded Beam ����� E ����� E ����� E ��� E ����� E

Spring ����� E ����� E ����� E ����� E ����� E
Speed Reducer � E � E � E � E ����� E

Table 5. Percentage of runs that converged to a feasible solution.

Best Result Mean Result Worst Result
Problem Ours SB Ours SB Ours SB

Press.Vessel %�����$�� !�������� ! %��'!(��� ��� %���$���� ��%���$�%�� %�������� ��� %���� !(� $�$�$������ %�� ����� %��
Welded Beam ��� !,� ������� ��� ��� ��% ��� � !�%������ ��� ������� ��� ������%�$�% ��� %������

Speed Red. ��������� %���� ����� ��������� ��� ��������� ����������� ���������?��� ����$�$�� ��$�� $���� ��������� ���

Table 6. Comparison of Results Between Our Approach and the Socio Behavioral approach [1]

Details of the best solution found
Problem 4 Our approach SB��� ��� ����%���%�� ��� �����������

��� ��� !���������� ��� !���������%
�#" �'! �'!
�#& !(� � %�������� !(� ��� $�����%
��> !(� $�%����)� � !(� ����$������
� @ ��� ��%���$���� ��� ��%���� !�%
� A ��� ������$�� $ ��� ����$ !�!��

*���+���- ./��� � !�!�!���� ./��� � !������ �
* � +���- ./��� ����������� ./���?��$�$������
*�"�+���- ./��� �0!,������$ ./��� � ��%��'!��
*�&�+���- ./��� ��$ !���%�� ./��� ��$�$���� �
* > +���- ./��� ����������� ./��� �����������
* @ +���- ./��� ����������� ./��� �����'!,� �
* A(+���- ./��� !������)�0! ./��� !������ $ !
*�F�+���- ./��� ������� !�� ./��� �����'!����
*�G�+���- ./��� ��������$�� ./��� ������%����
* �IH +���- ./��� ��%�$��)��� ./��� � !�$������
*��J��+���- ./��� ��� !�$���� ./��� ���'!���� !1 +���- <#3�C�4:� 3#3�4:9�C#8 <#3#3#BK� 3#B

Table 9. Best solution found for the Speed Re-
ducer Design Problem.

Simple Evolution Strategy obtained the lowest standard de-
viations so far. Also, the quality of results of our approach,
generally speaking, was also better.

The comparison against the Socio-Behavioral Approach
(SB) was made using only three of the four problems, be-
cause there were no results available for the Spring prob-
lem. As can be seen in Table 6, our technique provided bet-
ter quality and robustness of results on two of three prob-
lems. For the Speed Reducer problem, our approach was
close to the best solution found by the SB. However, de-
spite the fact that the SB approach performs less evaluations
of the objective function ( ^K�b�#�(��� ), the additional computa-
tional cost derived from the ranking and clustering process

Statistical Results with pDv Ô and No. of generations= ã k�~-k�k�k
Pressure V. Beam Spring Speed Red.

Best ã k��ML�� NMLONOL�� ã s � � Ô L s ã Ô k�� k s � ã N�k �OLOLMN�� k s�s L ã Ô
Mean ã � Ô N�� ��k �M� ã Ý s � NON�� Ô k�k k�� k s Ô k���k Ô k�� ã � ��k ã LOLML

Median ã s N � � ����� ã s � s � N ã k Ý ã Ô k�� k s � � Ô N Ô k ã�ã � N�� s �O�M�
Worst ã ��� ã � Ý k � ��� � ��� s N Ô s Ý � k�� k s � Ý ã � Ô s ã ��� NON s�s k Ý

St. Dev s �MN�� Ô ��k s N�k k�� s�s � Ý � s k�� k�k�k ã � � Ý L�� Ý k ã�ã � Ý
Table 10. Statistical values obtained for the
four design problem when the number of
generations is increased to ©��b�#���(� with 30 in-
dependent runs.

makes the computational cost of our approach to be lower
than the SB technique. Also, we argue that our algorithm is
much easier to implement.

In order to know if both the quality and robustness of
the approach get better when the number of evaluations in-
creases, we performed 2 experiments: (1) Increase the num-
ber of generations to the double ( ©����V���(� ) while fixing the
value of � � °

and (2) increase the value of � �¸© while the
number of generations remained unchanged (

° �b�#�(��� ). The
results are shown in Tables 10 and 11. It is clear that there
is a moderate improvement in the robustness of the results
when the number of generations increases and there is a im-
provement in the quality of the results in problem 4. On the
other hand, when we increase the number of parents in the
population, there is just a slight improvement in the robust-
ness and the quality of the results. Then, we can say that,
in general, by increasing the number of generations, our ap-
proach improves in terms of robustness and slightly in terms
of quality.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

A novel approach to solve engineering design problems
based on a simple evolution strategy was presented. The



Statistical Results with p�v ã and No. of generations= Ô k�~Uk�k�k
Pressure V. Beam Spring Speed Red.

Best ã k ã k�� ��k Ý NON Ô s � � Ô � s Ý s k�� k s � ã L�� Ô k s Ô � Ý k Ý �OL �
Mean ã � Ý ��� NON s ��k s s � N Ý�Ý s Ý ã k�� k s Ô�Ý ã N Ô k � ��� ã ��k���� ã

Median ã s Ý k�� � Ô ã Ô �MN s � N s NML��ON k�� k s Ô k��ON Ô k��OL�� Ô�Ô N Ô � L
Worst

� k������ �ON Ý ã�ã N ��� k Ý ã ����� k�� k s ã s k�k Ô s ã Ô � � ã LON�� Ý
St. Dev � s Ô � ���OL � �MN k�� kMN���� Ý ã k�� k�k�kOLMN Ô Ô ã � � Ô ã NOL ã

Table 11. Statistical values obtained for the
four design problem when � �`© with 30 inde-
pendent runs.

main advantage of our approach is that it does not require
a penalty function or any extra parameters (other than the
original parameters of an evolution strategy). Also, the com-
putational cost of our approach (measured in terms of the
number of evaluations of the objective function) is very low
(
° ©��#�(��� ). Furthermore, the proposed approach is very sim-

ple and easy to implement. Our simple evolution strategy
provided better results than traditional penalty-based ap-
proaches and it was very competitive with respect to an al-
gorithm representative of the state-of-the-art in evolution-
ary optimization.

Our future paths of research are to test the approach in
other real world problems (with a high dimensionality) and
to improve its local search power in order to obtain results
of even higher quality at a lower computational cost.
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